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MESSAGE FROM

NATHANIEL EZRAY, Rabbi

Is there a doctor in the house?

Is there a doctor in the house?

call for justice and the disparate voices defining justice in
different ways. And then there is the day to day: being a
manager, administrator, public speaker, writer, spiritual
guide,
fundraiser,
confidante,
running
meetings,
fundraising. We didn’t learn in depth about all of these
things! Yet, amidst all the moments of feeling unprepared
and at times confused and overwhelmed, I have always
understood that the essence of being a rabbi is not about
skills for every moment I would encounter—but character. I
know that the most important part of being a rabbi is to live
a life of integrity, compassion, caring and faith. I hope that these
are qualities people associate with my years in the rabbinate.

Yes—and it’s me! (soon)
Okay—not a medical doctor—an honorary doctorate from
the Jewish Theological Seminary. JTS, where I was
ordained, gives out honorary doctorates to those who
have served as Rabbis for 25 years or more. This is actually
my 29th year as a rabbi and 25th year at CBJ. While this
honor marks having been a rabbi for a certain number of
years—and I have always felt you should celebrate deeds
and not time—this award does create an opportunity to
reflect on the past and the future, and hopefully a career
worthy of such an honor.

Amidst all of these feelings is a deep appreciation of the
education I received in rabbinical school. I learned a love of
Jewish texts which sustain and inform me. I internalized a love
of Jewish people, history and the breadth of meanings in our
traditions. JTS instilled in me the courage to live the ethics of
our faith—seeking to change realities which demand passionate
engagement. I am grateful for an education that gave me the
tools to share faith and build community.

I wake up every day grateful for my job. I get to teach about a
faith for which I feel passion and love. I get to work with
extraordinary people and be part of your lives in meaningful
moments. Together we are creating a community full of joy,
activism, spirit, learning, love and hope.
As I think back to those many years ago when I was ordained,
it amazes me how much Jewish life has both remained the
same and changed dramatically. The centrality of learning,
community, justice, prayer, marking moments in life, ethical
imperatives—varieties of paths to understand God continue to
inspire in timeless ways. Yet so much has changed! In the
words of Rabbi Elliot Cosgrove: “We live in a time and place of
freedoms unimaginable to our predecessors; a post-ethnic
America where identity is generated bottom-up, not topdown…. The option to opt out of living Jewishly is all of ours
for the taking. How we spend our time, where we live, the
causes we commit to, the communities we join, the person
with whom we fall in love—these are all choices to be made by
us. American Jews do not practice their Judaism the way their
parents did, certainly not just because their parents did.” Such
a world has required me and our synagogue leadership to
think differently—to meet people where they are at—and find
new ways to connect with each of you so that you can find
your own path to Jewish life of relevance and joy.

As I look back, I also look forward. Mimi and I have a
favorite line from the poet Robert Browning: “Come grow
old with me, the best is yet to be.” This is not only about
marriage and relationship, but also about our Jewish
community. Over my career, I have tried to hold onto
hope—believing that there is so much more to come. Our
community is thriving. I believe we are living in a time when
Jews are seeking meaning, knowledge, community and
connection to something beyond themselves. The Judaism
of the upcoming years will result in new vision and identity
as people explore their traditions, history and values. To be
part of the passion and creativity that will result is exciting
to me!
I know that we will be celebrating our Gala, the 90 th birthday
of CBJ on February 9. I picture the room that I know will be
overflowing with a people devoted to a thriving future. We
will lift glasses to toast our community reflecting on all we
have shared over the years. It will be a toast which honors
the past, while envisioning a future that will be different,
vibrant and better. As I prepare to receive my doctorate it is
with gratitude that I have the best job in the world—and the
best is yet to come.

My days are filled with moments that rabbinical school did
not prepare me for—counseling people in difficult
moments I could not have imagined, trying to hold
community together during times when strong forces
threaten to rip us apart, seeking to balance the prophetic
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MESSAGE FROM

STEVE DINES, President

On two aspects of our
Cares and Social Action activities

Fellow Congregants,
We were particularly drawn to “Reflections on Jewish Death
and Mourning” compiled by Samuel Salkin—it’s available
through Amazon and I believe the Rabbi also has a copy.

This month I want to touch on two aspects of our Cares and
Social Action activities.
First, Sinai Memorial has expanded their Redwood City office
so that they can now house a regional Chevra Kadisha
capability, just up the road from the Shul. This allows us for
the first time to take care of deceased family and friends
locally and perform the two mitzvot of shmira and tahara. In
parallel, CBJ has been running a course of instruction for
those who are interested in performing one or both of these
most sacred mitzvot. While they are closely related, they are
also very different.

At the end of our two hours we walked into the bright
sunlight, and felt both uplifted, and somewhat relieved
that the act of Shmira was not the ordeal we were
expecting it to be.
If you are interested in getting involved, contact the office or
Board Member Stuart Soffer, who is leading our Chevrah
Kadisha lay efforts at CBJ.
Second, and still on the subject of caring and Hesed—
mark down Sunday March 15 th from 9:00 am to 2:00 pm
in your calendars.

Shmira, or acting as a Shomer or guard for the deceased prior to
the burial, is a long-time tradition in Judaism. Volunteering as a
Shomer is not only performing a significant mitzvah, but also
represents a good first step for those that might be interested in
exploring this seldom talked about area.

Our congregation will be paying a visit to Glide Memorial
United Methodist Church in San Francisco. Despite its name
Glide is more than a Church—it is a social justice movement,
working in what has to be the most challenging area of the
City, the Tenderloin. We will attend Glide’s Sunday
celebration, meet with Glide’s resident rabbi, (yes! they
have a rabbi) Rabbi Michael Lezak, and we will serve lunch
to the community. I am sure it will be an event that we will
remember for a long time, and hopefully, by observing the
way Glide Memorial operates, allow us to enhance the way
we provide care and empathy to our own community. Look
for announcements coming soon from the committee.

Tahara, the purification and readying of the deceased for
burial, is a very sacred task, and demands a significant level
of mental preparation—both in terms of skill and emotion.
Frankly, I don’t think I am yet ready (and may never be) to
perform this sacred ritual.
A couple of weeks ago I volunteered, with my wife Jackie, to
perform Shmira. We drove over to Sinai Memorial Chapel on
Woodside Road, parked in parking lot and, taking a deep
breath, made our way through the front door. We were
warmly greeted by David Habib, the director of the facility,
and shown into a bright and comfortable sitting area. We
spent a couple of contemplative hours sitting, reading and
talking—just a few yards away from the deceased, who was
in the refrigeration area of the facility. There was a wellstocked library in the room, both in terms of Jewish liturgical
books, as well as a number of books on the subject of death
and how Judaism deals with this most final of lifecycle
events.

Let me finish by wishing all of you a happy and peaceful
2020. I look forward to seeing you all at our Biennial Gala
celebrating CBJ’s 90th birthday on February 9th.
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BIENNIAL GALA CELEBRATING 90 YEARS OF CBJ!
The 2020 Gala will be celebrating ninety years of CBJ,
in terms of many of the stories that define us
as a congregation of the past, present and future.
There will be dinner, dancing, and storytelling
with the first showing of the CBJ Stories Video,
featuring congregants telling their favorite CBJ stories.
•
•
•
•

Sponsor – at Diamond, Gold, Silver or Bronze levels.
https://bethjacobrwc.org/events/event/biennial-gala-celebrating-90-years/
Send Your Birthday Wishes—as an individual or as a business to our tribute book
Contact Caroline in the office. (caroline@bethjacobrwc.org)
Donate: Goods, services, a stay in your vacation home, host a fun get together
Contact Sue Borg (sueborg1@yahoo.com)
Volunteer to help organize the Gala
Contact Jackie Dines (jdines2020@gmail.com)
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The North Peninsula Jewish Community presents

ANTISEMITISM TODAY
IT’S DIFFERENT THAN YOU MAY THINK
A series of free lectures exploring
the resurgence and scope of antisemetism in our time

DR. MICHAEL BERENBAUM
2020 SCHOLAR IN RESIDENCE
January 8 – 15, 2020
The North Peninsula Jewish Community is honored to welcome Dr. Michael
Berenbaum, a renowned expert on the Holocaust and Antisemitism. Dr.
Berenbaum is a professor of Jewish Studies at the American Jewish University in Los
Angeles, and currently serves as the university’s Director of the Sigi Zierling Institute:
Exploring the Ethical and Religious Implications of the Holocaust.
Not Your Father’s Antisemitism
7:30 pm | Wednesday, January 8
Ronald C. Wornick Jewish Day School, Ulam Gadol | PJCC 800 Foster City Blvd,
Foster City
This PJCC program requires pre-regisatration. Call 650.378.2703, visit the PJCC
Welcome Center or pjcc.org/scholar
The Uses and Abuses of the Holocaust Memory
7:30 pm | Thursday, January 9
Peninsula Temple Sholom | 1655 Sebastian Drive, Burlingame
Israel and the Problem of Antisemitism
7:30 pm | Friday, January 10
Peninsula Sinai Congregation | 499 Boothbay Avenue, Foster City
Antisemitism and Other Hatreds in an Era of Populism, Anti-Globalism, and
Polarization
7:00 pm | Saturday, January 11
Congregation Beth Jacob | 1550 Alameda de las Pulgas, Redwood City

Antisemitism: A Global Affliction
7:00 pm | Monday, January 13
Peninsula Temple Beth El | 1700 Alameda de las Pulgas, San Mateo
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My Siren Call to Tahara
by Stu Soffer, CBJ Board Member
In his blog Robert (Bobby) Rosen writes:

That was my Siren Call—daring me to satisfy the challenge
while at the same time weighing a risk. In this great course
we learned that there are two roles of a Chevra: honoring
the dead and comforting the mourner.
Honoring is
through Tahara and staying with the dead until burial;
comforting is through shiva.

… In my own family, as I explain in
the book, death was more taboo than sex,
something only to be spoken of in the abstract and
never to be spoken of when it was real and
personal.” from Bobby in Naziland (2019).

I was made antsy by the slow progress, so I asked Rabbi
Ilana whether I could join the Chevra at Sinai SF to get some
hands-on experience (and in my mind, check on my
reaction: I had never touched a dead body). This was
approved and one Friday I receive a text: ‘Monday, 4pm,
Sinai SF’. Whoa. Me and my big mouth. Hint: If you want to
do something, Speak Up!

Bobby and I compared our experiences or lack thereof with
contact with death and its rituals and its mysteries:
robertrosennyc.com/blog.
He recalled a monument office at Riverside Boulevard
Funeral Home on Coney Island Avenue in Brooklyn, which in
its display window had a large gravestone simply saying
“ROSEN”, undated, but nonetheless obviously waiting for
HIM, not his father, nor his uncle, nor any of the thousands
of Rosens in Brooklyn. I remember seeing that stone.

I get up Monday, excited but also reticent. Showing up at the
appointed time, I am welcomed by Sam Salkin, the Executive
Director of Sinai, who gives me a tour of the 80-year old
building. Then he takes me upstairs to the business-end. After
the tour I wait downstairs for the SF men’s Tahara Team to
arrive. After introductions they take me upstairs. There’s a
locker room, two prep rooms, and a lunchroom.

On a visit to the Brooklyn Museum with my father—I was
about 10 years old – we met a fellow who told us that his
son died of leukemia. My father said nothing. But I realized
that this guy had lost a kid like me. And I was deafened by
my father’s silence. This was typical in the 1950’s and 60’s.
I knew at 10 years old that something was amiss.

Learning Tahara is an apprenticeship with a team of 3-4
people: pouring water to clean; drying; pouring water for
purification; drying; dressing in a shroud (the hardest part);
placing the body in a casket; prayers.

Our local Funeral Director at Riverside was a member of our
synagogue and he knew my name as he lived down the
block. He asked me several times if I’d like to work at
Riverside over the summer (NO!!!!!).

I was astounded. It was no big deal, nothing scary. Tahara
brought me closer to Judaism, and like a Bar Mitzvah – I am
now a man. I went downstairs to Sam and tell him the good
news—I’m still in.

We accumulate many experiences around death. It’s a
process of building protective scabs until one is ready to
sort through it. Several years ago I caught up with a former
girlfriend and bestie, Ruth. In our catch-up conversation
she asked me “Do you know what a Chevra Kadisha is?”
No, I didn’t.

That day we had two customers. The next morning I woke
up fully energized, and relayed my experience to Rabbi(s).
(It was great! No big deal; no one winked at me).
Over the month I was invited up 5 times, and partook in 9
Tahara’s. I find it very relaxing. In SF there’s an ambiance.

“Well it’s a community burial society that performs rites on
dead Jews before burial, among them Tahara, ritual
washing. It’s the favor that can never be repaid. I joined
one in Boston and soon I’ll be a Rosh”

SO, here is your call to action: If you’re interested, get on
the MidPen Chevra Directory. Theoretically, the lead of the
CK puts together a team to conduct the Tahara; and to get
volunteers to do Shmira – taking a shift of sitting with the
body. Also attend shiva meetings, as I have learned so
much about remarkable people (after the fact).

Really? You with the body? Yes. “We have arrangements
with a small local funeral home to use their facilities.
Stuart, I think you’d enjoy this; you’d be good at this.” And
I filed that away…until…

Our synagogue Beth Jacob announced that our San
Francisco funeral home, Sinai Memorial Chapel, would build
a Tahara room nearby us, and that there would be a series
for training synagogue members via the Gamliel Institute
on all aspects to partake. So, I signed up for the course,
while Sinai completed construction of their Tahara prep
room in Redwood City.
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ADULT EDUCATION
BEGINNING READING HEBREW
January 7 through Feb 18 | Tuesdays 5:45-7:00 pm | Educator: Yochanan Poole
If you've learned the Aleph Bet and want to begin reading Hebrew from our sacred texts, please join us on Tuesday evenings.
IVRIT B’KALOOT - ברית בקלות
Adult Intermediate Level Conversational Hebrew
February 4 - March 24 | Tuesdays at 7:00 pm | Educator: Erez Saldinger
Reading, Writing, Conversational Modern Hebrew. Contact Rebecca@bethjacobrwc.org to register.
SCHOLAR IN RESIDENCE MICHAEL BERENBAUM
Saturday, January 11 | Havdalah service at 6:30 pm | Scholar in Residence at 7:00 pm
Antisemitism and Other Hatreds in an Era of Populism, Anti-Globalism, and Polarization
Is antisemitism a harbinger of the disintegration of democracy, pluralism, and tolerance? Is there a relationship between
antisemitism and hatred of immigrants and other minorities? How should the Jewish community respond to various
expressions of hatred? For Jews the issue is made more complex by the perception of Jews as powerful — and often all too
powerful – and privileged whites and by the question of intersectionality: Should Jews join forces with groups with whom we
share a social justice agenda if those groups make antisemitic statements?
Dr. Michael Berenbaum is a professor of Jewish Studies at the American Jewish University in Los Angeles. He currently serves as the
university’s Director of the Sigi Ziering Institute: Exploring the Ethical and Religious Implications of the Holocaust.
LIVING MEDITATION – A class for those who meditate and those who don’t
Tuesday, January 21 from 7:00-8:30 pm and January 25 from 10:30 am-12:00 pm | Educator: Laura Caplan, MPH
Increasingly recommended by health care practitioners, meditation is an ancient experience that can add richness to your life,
both subtly and measurably. You may find an ongoing practice of meditation allows you to:
• Calm a busy mind
• Reconnect with your inner self
• Find peace in the midst of chaos or change
• Improve health and resilience
This will be an introductory class, to be followed by more if there is interest in continuing.
BEYOND THE CHUPPAH WORKSHOP
Sunday, January 26 | 3:00-6:00 pm
Beyond the Chuppah, a 3-hour workshop with Rabbi Ted Riter, takes you on a deep-heart embodied dive into your relationship.
This workshop is open to adults of all gender and sexual identities, and all relationship statuses. Registration $36/couple
payable in advance to CBJ. For more information: ted@tedriter.com or 415.416.007
CRAFTERS CLUB
Wednesday, February 5 at 12:30 pm | continues February 19, March 4 and 18
Calling all crafters! Do you knit? Sew? Quilt? Scrapbook?
Bring your project to CBJ the first and third Wednesdays of every month. We'll put out coffee and a little nosh while you get
caught up on your craft and share tips and ideas with other crafty folks. Non-CBJ friends welcome.
JUST MERCY: BOOK DISCUSSION WITH RABBI EZRAY
Tuesday, February 25 at 7:00 pm
Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption by Bryan Stevenson is at once an unforgettable account of an idealistic, gifted
young lawyer’s coming of age, a moving window into the lives of those he has defended, and an inspiring argument for
compassion in the pursuit of true justice. With special guest Rebecca Grace, founder and CEO of Complete Picture, an
organization that produces emotionally engaging video portraits that humanize individuals being sentenced to prison. The
judge views this video prior to sentencing when determining the severity of punishment. We have a few copies of the book
available to borrow. Questions and RSVP to Rebecca@bethjacobrwc.org
JEWISH BOOK GROUP
Friday, January 24 and Friday, February 21 at 12:00 pm
This new book group meets to discuss interesting books of fiction and non-fiction with Jewish themes. Participants will choose the
books (from the Rabbi's list or their own) and lead the discussions. Titles are chosen month by month; contact Rebecca for details.
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SOCIAL ACTION

ANNOUNCEMENTS
WE WARMLY WELCOME OUR NEW MEMBERS
Machi Regaspi & Brad Friedman
and their daughter Robbin
Patricia Ortiz Keme & Jonathan Gheller
and their children Benjamin and Amalia
Shira & Michael Ronen
and their children Ella, Ben and Guy
Rachel Kimerling & Daniel Schambach
and their daughter Beatrice
Samara Shanker
Sarah & Jason Sobel
and their children Evan, Theo and Mia
Shelley Zulman & Trevor Swartz
and their children Arlo and Eleanna
Elizabeth Werba & Aaron Rubin and their daughters
Natalie, Gweneth and Madelyn
Jessica Bayliss & Joel White
and their daughters Claire and Molly

HOME AND HOPE
Sunday-Saturday, January 5-12, 2020
Twice a year we host local homeless families in our building.
We prepare dinner for our guests and spend time getting to
know them and their stories. Please join us.
Never volunteered before? Don’t worry—we’ll train you.
Sign up on our website or contact Rebecca to learn more.
MLK JR. DAY OF SERVICE
Monday, January 20, 2020
Join us for this community-wide day of service in honor of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. We participate in the Peninsula
Multifaith Coalition’s day of activities across the peninsula
and will hold our own food drive here at CBJ. Activities are
available for all ages. Sign up on our website to participate
at CBJ or off-site.
VOLUNTEER AT GLIDE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Sunday, March 15, 2020 from 9:00 am-2:00 pm
CBJ IS VOLUNTEERING AT GLIDE MEMORIAL CHURCH
Attend GLIDE’s Sunday celebration, meet with GLIDE’s
resident Rabbi Michael Lezak, and serve lunch to the
community. RSVP and be counted! We are looking for 35
volunteers and then we will start a waitlist, so sign up now
to be part of a very special event that will touch your heart
and remain you with you after you leave. Contact Rebecca
to sign up.

A HEARTY MAZAL TOV TO
Grandparents Judy & Sloane Citron, aunts and uncles
Adara & Josh Citron, Talia & Sam Knapp, Coby Citron, and
cousins Evan Joseph Citron and Liav Brea Knapp on the
birth of Theodore Solomon Leonard, born October 3, 2019
to parents Arielle & Danny Leonard.

GLIDE is a social justice movement, social service provider
and spiritual community dedicated to strengthening
communities and transforming lives. Located in San
Francisco’s culturally vibrant but poverty-stricken
Tenderloin neighborhood, GLIDE addresses the needs of,
and advocates for, the most vulnerable and marginalized
individuals and families among us.

OUR DEEPEST CONDOLENCES TO
Rachel Berg (Andy Hewett) on the passing of her beloved
mother Nancy Berg, grandmother of
Isaac and Rhea Hewett
Karin Bloom on the passing of her beloved father George Bloom
The Fish Family on the passing of Charlotte Fish,
a long-time member of 48 years
Marcia Reisman on the passing of her beloved husband
Ron Reisman, father of Rachel, Rebecca and David
David Smilovitz (Patti) on the passing of his beloved
brother Sandy Smilovitz, uncle of Marisa and Shayna
The Stein Family on the passing of Annette Stein,
long-time member
Ralph Toussieh on the passing of his beloved father Solly
Toussieh, grandfather to Ilan, Dana and Andrés
Rosa Whitten (David) on the passing of her beloved
grandmother Josephine Gamlen Ross,
great-grandmother to Michael and Julia

Grandmother Paula Kushlan and uncle Howard Kushlan on
the birth of Ira Walton Kushlan born November 14, 2019 to
parents Kathryn & Avi Kushlan
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SHABBAT AT CBJ
FIRST FRIDAY ROCKIN’ SHABBAT
February 7, March 6, May 1, June 5
Services at 6:15 pm | Dinner, by reservation only, immediately following.
This service, led by the Team Rockin’ Musicians, under the direction of Cantor Barbara Powell, is full of ruach
(spirit!) Congregants are encouraged to join in leading prayers or play instruments with the band. This is an
evening for people of all ages. A delicious Shabbat meal is served following the service. Cost for dinner: $20 Adults, $10
Children (ages 3-12), 2 and under no charge. RSVP by the prior Wednesday.
SECOND FRIDAYS - COMING HOME TOGETHER
January 10, February 14, March 13, April 10, May 8, June 12
Services at 6:30 pm
Join us for Clergy-led Kabbalat Shabbat services in CBJ members’ homes. Services will be followed by Oneg
refreshments, to start our Shabbat with sweetness. We’re looking forward to celebrating Shabbat in the intimate
surroundings of a fellow congregant’s home. Please note: the Synagogue will be closed on these evenings.
BABIES & BLESSINGS
January 17, February 21, March 20, April 17, May 15
Join us from 5:00-6:00 pm for this baby friendly Kabbalat Shabbat with Cantor Barbara which includes songs, Shabbat
prayers (including Candles, Kiddush and Motzi), a story and time to schmooze. Older siblings are welcome too, along
with parents and other loved ones. Bring you own nosh, or sign up for dinner with the Young Family Shabbat on October
18, November 15, March 20, and May 15. See you there!
THIRD FRIDAY FAMILY SHABBAT
March 20, May 15
Dinner, by reservation only, at 5:30 pm | Services at 6:15 pm
A Shabbat evening fun for young children and adults! Join us for a buffet dinner, followed by a family friendly
service with Bill Futornick and Cantor Barbara. Children are involved in Shabbat-appropriate art activities as well
as dancing and a story during the service. Cost for dinner: $16 Adults, $9 Children (ages 3-12), 2 and under no
charge. For questions regarding Family Shabbat please contact Natalya Martyushova at natalya@bethjacobrwc.org.
FOURTH FRIDAYS - A MUSICAL SHABBAT SERVICE
January 24, February 28, March 27, April 24, May 22
Starting at 7:30 pm, we will sing, dance and move with the Kabbalat Shabbat service as we decompress from our
workweeks and create a relaxing and meaningful Shabbat experience. Led by Michael Battat and Bill, we look
forward to being together and letting the music stir our souls.
YOUNG FAMILY SHABBAT MORNING SERVICE
11:30 am– 12:30 pm | January 25, March 7, April 11, May 16
Make a tent with the parachute as we sing "Mah Tovu"! Reach for the sky with a scarf as we sing "Shamayim"! Children
and parents are invited to join Rabbi Ilana and guitarist Devin Leslie for a fun session of songs, prayers, and story-telling.
Make a morning of it, and plan to drop your child at one of our kids' programs after the Family Service, while you have
time to connect with other adults. Everyone is always invited for lunch.

MUSSAR
January 4, February 1, March 7, April 4, May 2
Join us on the first Shabbat of each month for Mussar with Greg Marcus, a highly interactive program which
explores Soul Traits like Humility, Gratitude, Truth and Enthusiasm. Whether you are the type of person who
wants more courage to speak out, or someone who deep inside knows that you should be a better listener, you'll
come away energized and empowered to take one step closer to your best self. American Mussar is a 21st Century
Jewish spiritual practice for an authentic and meaningful life. Contact Rebecca for more details.
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JANUARY 2020
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Classes and services held every week
10:30 am
Mondays with
Meaning
11:30 am
Mah Jongg
3:30/4:30 pm
Religious School
5:30 pm
Adult B’nai
Mitzvah Class
6:30 pm
8th Gr. Cooking
with Bill

5:45 pm
Beginning
Hebrew Reading

7:00 am
Minyan

Shabbat Services

11:00 am
Adult Learning

10:00 am
- Traditional
Service
- Junior
Congregation

3:30/4:30 pm
Religious School
7:00 pm
Mah Jongg

Check our website
for the latest event updates:
www.bethjacobrwc.org/calendar

9:00 am
- Torah Study
- Tot Shabbat

11:30 am
Power Hour

1 NEW YEAR’SDAY 2

3

4

Office, Religious
School, and
Preschool closed

Preschool closed

10:00 am
Noah de Haaff
Bar Mitzvah

Preschool closed

6:15 pm
Shabbat Services

10:15 am
Mussar
No Junior
Congregation

5

6

7

Home & Hope

Home & Hope

Home & Hope

Preschool resumes

13

Home & Hope

19

26
3:00 pm
Beyond the
Chuppah
Workshop

Home & Hope

9

10

11

Home & Hope

Home & Hope

Home & Hope

6:30 pm
Coming Home
Together Shabbat
Services (no
services at CBJ)

6:30 pm
Scholar-inResidence
Michael
Berenbaum

17

18

No Religious
School

No Religious
School

12

8

14

15

7:00 pm
Sisterhood Mtg.

7:00 pm
Speaker
Matti Friedman
at Beth Am

20MARTIN LUTHER 21

16

6:15 pm
Shabbat Services

24

25

7:30 pm
Office, Religious School Living Meditation
and Preschool closed

12:00 pm
Jewish Book
Group

10:30 am
Meditation

9:30 am
MLK Day of Service

7:30 pm
Musical
Shabbat Services

KING JR. DAY

27

28

22

5:00 pm
Babies & Blessings

23

29

3o

7:00 pm
Men’s Club Poker

31
7:30 pm
Shabbat Services

10

11:30 am
Young Family
Service

FEBRUARY 2020
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Classes and services held every week
10:30 am
Mondays with
Meaning
11:30 am
Mah Jongg
3:30/4:30 pm
Religious School
5:30 pm
Adult B’nai
Mitzvah Class
6:30 pm
8th Gr. Cooking
with Bill

5:45 pm
7:00 am
BeginningHebrew Minyan
Reading
11:00 am
7:00 pm
Adult Learning
Intermediate
Conversational
3:30/4:30 pm
Hebrew
Religious School

Shabbat Services 9:00 am
- Torah Study
- Tot Shabbat
10:00 am
- Traditional
Service
- Junior
Congregation

7:00 pm
Mah Jongg

11:30 am
Power Hour

1
10:15 am
Mussar

Check our website for the latest event updates:
www.bethjacobrwc.org/calendar

2

3

4

5

6

12:30 pm
Crafters Club

9

10

TU B’SHEVAT

23

12

13

7:00 pm
Sisterhood Mtg.

5:00 pm
Biennial Gala
Celebrating CBJ’s
90th birthday

16

11

19

Office, Religious
School, and Preschool
closed

No Religious
School

20

12:30 pm
Crafters Club

25

7

8

6:15 pm
Rockin’ Shabbat
Service & Dinner

10:00 am
Zach Fischer
Bar Mitzvah

14

15

Preschool closed
6:30 pm
Coming Home
Together Shabbat
Dinner (no
services at CBJ)

17 PRESIDENT’SDAY 18

24

5:00 pm
Jonah Leslie
Bar Mitzvah

26

11

21

22

12:00 pm
Jewish Book
Group

10:00 am
Raya Farber
Bat Mitzvah

5:00 pm
5:00 pm
Babies & Blessings Ori Gilat
Bar Mitzvah
6:15 pm
Shabbat Services

27

7:00 pm
- Men’s Club Poker
- Just Mercy Book
Discussion

No Religious School
Programming

28

29

7:30 pm
Musical
Shabbat Services

10:00 am
Bar Mitzvah

B’NAI MITZVAH
NOAH DE HAAFF
January 4, 2020

RAYA FARBER
February 22, 2020

Hello, my name is
Noah de Haaff and I
am 13 years old. I live
with my two big
brothers, Zach (18)
and Jason (15) and
my parents Michelle
and Brian. I go to
Hillview
Middle
School in Menlo Park. I play soccer for
the Palo Alto Soccer Club, am an avid
skier, and a big Manchester United and
Golden State Warriors fan. I also love to
travel and have been lucky enough to
travel extensively with my family.

Hello! My name is
Raya Farber and I
am a 7th grader at
Gideon
Hausner
Jewish Day School. I
live in Los Altos with
my sister, Gabby, my
brother, Nathan, my
mother, Anessa, and
my father, George. When I'm not at
school, I play on a club volleyball team,
am in a Russian theater group and play
piano. I also love going to Camp
Ramah Ojai. In my free time, I like to
listen to Spotify, text with my friends,
and watch YouTube or Netflix.

My parsha is VaYigash, "then he drew
near." It is the story of the reconciliation of
Joseph with his brothers. Joseph
ultimately forgave his brothers for sending
him into slavery and saved them from
famine. One of the themes that really
inspired me was Joseph’s capacity for
forgiveness and love for his family. Even
after they sold him into slavery, he realized
the importance of their connection and
acted to honor his father.
For my tzedakah project I completed a
“chai” (18) hours of community service.
I wanted to try different things to see
what I liked doing most. I worked at
Second Harvest; I served homeless
people at the Glide Church in San
Francisco; I met with veterans at the VA;
and I helped to restore open space land
on the Peninsula with Grassroots
Ecology. After working with different
organizations, I realized that I like doing
service. It is not only fun, it is rewarding,
and benefits both parties. I have chosen
to give a part of my bar mitzvah gifts to
Glide because I feel the money will have
the biggest direct impact on people.
I would like to thank Bill, Rabbi Ilana,
Rabbi Ezray, Cantor Barbara, and Dan
Leemon for helping me to prepare for
my Bar Mitzvah. My CBJ religious school
teachers for believing in me. My elder,
Grandma Marj Futornick, for sharing so
freely and inspiring me, and my parents
and siblings for loving and encouraging
me along the way. Thank you!

I picked my parsha because it is the
weekend of my actual 13th birthday
(2/23), and because 02.22.20 is a cool
palindrome. Mishpatim discusses
the laws to help the Jewish people
know how to be ethical. I like
knowing what to expect, and the
detailed rules make sure everyone
knows what is and isn't allowed,
which creates fairness. I also want
to be a lawyer, so codes of ethics
interest me.
I am still debating which specific
organization
to
choose
for
my Avodah L'olam project because I
have
many
causes
that
I support. However, I want it to
involve the value of inclusion,
because everyone deserves equal
opportunities to participate.
I am excited to celebrate my bat
mitzvah with all my family and
friends. My sister is coming from
Israel, and I have camp friends
coming from New York and
Southern California who I haven't
seen in quite a while. I want to
thank my parents, my grandparents
(especially Baba who has driven me
to Hebrew school), my teachers at
CBJ--Bill, Cantor Barbara, Rabbi
Ezray--all of my Hausner Hebrew and
Jewish Studies teachers, and Ora
Gittleson David, my Avodah L'Olam
advisor,
"Grandma Suzanne"
Gruber, my L’Dor Vador elder, and
everyone else who has supported
me to become a Bat Mitzvah.
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ORI GILAT
February 22, 2020
Hi, my name is Ori
Gilat, and I am excited
to celebrate my Bar
Mitzvah at CBJ on the
afternoon of February
22nd.

I am the oldest of
four kids (Talia who is 2, Adam who
is 7, Tamara who is 9 and myself).
My parents are Israeli and so we try
to speak Hebrew at home with some
level of success. I go to school at
Hillview Middle School. I love to
build things, both physically and
digitally, and also enjoy watching
movies and playing games with my
friends and family. I swim at least 3
times a week, on a team, and I love
going snorkeling, or any other
activity in the ocean.
My Bar-Mitzvah is a special occasion
for my family as it is also my
grandfather’s 70 birthday. We were
born on the same day, and we share
our parasha - parashat Truma. This
parasha is about God instructing
Moses to collect the gifts and
donations for the Tabernacle, or
portable Temple, which was easier
to transport across the Sinai Desert.
It is a perfect example for how
working as a collective is much more
powerful than going solo. For my
tzedakah fund, I chose the ICRF
(Israeli Cancer Research Fund),
which I learned about through my
uncle, who is the chairman of the
organization, and also fighting
cancer himself.
Mostly I look forward to celebrating
with all of my family and friends, and
getting to see all of my family from
Israel. I especially want to thank my
CBJ teachers, Bill, my parents, and
my siblings (no matter how much
the
latter
may
annoy
me
occasionally).

SISTERHOOD

MEN’S CLUB

CBJ’s active Sisterhood gathers women of all ages for
social activities, support, wisdom, learning, recreation,
spiritual endeavors and service to our synagogue and
the greater community. We meet monthly to celebrate
the new moon (Rosh Chodesh), and to explore life
together. We have engaged in guided meditation,
learned to bake Jewish foods, planned and created
rituals, studied with inspiring teachers, listened to each
other’s stories, created art, enjoyed music, gone on
field trips, and have eaten a lot of food. We are
intergenerational and our goal is to foster community.
Dues are $36/year — join Sisterhood and make it yours.
Contact Sisterhood@bethjacobrwc.org to make sure to get
on our mailing list.

Our Men’s Club brings together men of all ages for social
activities and networking.
MONTHLY POKER NIGHT
Tuesdays, January 28 and February 25 | 7:00 pm
We hold monthly poker nights on the fourth Tuesday of
each month. Men and women invited to play. We provide
cards and whiskey; bring a nosh or dessert to share. $25 to
buy-in/$5 to hang out.

Want to see more Men's Club activities? Please contact Rick
Kirske at rickrph@hotmail.com or Rebecca at
rebecca@bethjacobrwc.org to find out more about Men's
Club and get involved.

MAH JONGG
Mondays at 11:30 am and Wednesdays at 7:00 pm
Crack! Bam! Mahj! Join your fellow CBJ members for fun
afternoons or evenings of racking tiles and socializing.
Beginner and refresher lessons for anyone who wants
them. For information and to RSVP contact
Rebecca@bethjacobrwc.org. Please let us know you’re
coming so we’ll know how many tables to set up.
WOMEN’S BOOK GROUP
Second Wednesdays at 12:30 pm
We meet in the Conference Room, and we often bring our
own Brown Bag Dairy Lunch, and possibly a snack that we
might like to share.

Wednesday, January 8, 2020
You Learn By Living by Eleanor Roosevelt
An interesting contrast to Becoming—at the age of seventy
-six, Roosevelt penned this simple guide to living a fuller
life. Now back in print, You Learn By Living is a powerful
volume of enduring commonsense ideas and heartfelt
values. Offering her own philosophy on living, Eleanor takes
readers on a path to compassion, confidence, maturity,
civic stewardship, and more.
We have a varied a wonderful book list for discussion over
the following months. Hope that you can come and join us,
you are all always welcome. Any questions please call/email
Jackie Dines (650)248-2093 or Jdines2020@gmail.com
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MESSAGE FROM

DIANE HOWARD

“Don’t get so tolerant
that you tolerate intolerance”

Dear Friends,
On December 9th, 2019, our Council met to thank Mayor Ian
Bain for his two years of dedication and unselfish service as
Mayor of Redwood City.

So tonight, I want to assure you that this Council and this City
will not be drawn down that destructive path.
I expect that these chambers will see passionate debate both
between Council members and between members of the
public. However that debate will be done in a civil manner
and with respect.

As I step into that role for these next two years, these were
the remarks that I made.

“Tonight, I am going to focus more on style rather than
substance. That substance will be presented at our State of
the City Address and throughout the year as we share
budgets, programs, and opportunities for our community.

Several weeks ago, this Council chamber was filled with
people who had many different points of view about the
highly charged and emotional issue of just cause evictions
and soaring rent increases.

For tonight, I want to focus on how we talk to each other,
how we listen to each other, and that now more than ever,
we need to embrace divergent opinions, especially when
tolerance is under attack in our country.

Mayor Bain was clear that everyone would be heard and that
civility and respect would be expected by all.
I felt this was one of our best moments as a Council, and as a
community.

We are living in a time where bitter partisanship poisons our
political discourse, and we are assaulted with rancor from all
sides and at every level.

We have set the bar. We will be a beacon of light for those
who want to live in a community where bigotry, racism, and
hate speech is not tolerated.

When our leadership fails to demonstrate a moral center,
there is a subsequent deterioration of interpersonal
relationships and community connections.

Children are not born as racists, bigots, or homophobes.
Those are things they are taught.

We have become intolerant of those whose opinions and
beliefs differ from our own. Honest debate has been
replaced by ridicule, bullying and most concerning, by hate.

We must accept that as government officials, as parents, as
educators, and as religious leaders, we have failed by
allowing this problem to reach this proportion by our
acquiescence and silence.

Whether it be about politics, religion, ethnicity or sexual
persuasion, civility has all but been forgotten. Social media
platforms are littered with intolerant remarks by those
emboldened by a lack of response from those who know
better, but remain silent. It has made intolerance more
visible, and therefore more legitimate.

While some may say it is best to ignore this conduct and
these remarks, I believe we must stand up to those who
verbally abuse and use hateful speech.
As Bill Maher said, ‘Don’t get so tolerant that you tolerate
intolerance.’

We have forgotten that the foundation of this country is
freedom of speech and civility – whether you can stand next
to a person with whom you disagree but defend their right
to express that opinion.

continued on next page
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DIANE HOWARD
continued from previous page
As a community, we cannot remain silent. We cannot sit on
the sidelines and expect others to solve this problem.

Stay on the ship, roll up your sleeves, and continue to
provide constructive input.

Tolerance is not weakness. As John F. Kennedy said, ‘Tolerance
condemns the oppression and persecution of others.’

Instead of finding fault with those with whom we disagree,
we will work to find middle ground while holding on to the
passion of our convictions.

In the years ahead, our community will face difficult
decisions and unique opportunities.

These rough waters will test us.

However, a City does not move forward in a linear fashion.
We move much more like a sailboat. We tack back and forth
constantly making adjustments due to winds and tides.

When we are in the minority, it will test our courage.

As a community, we will face changing economic winds and
constantly swirling tides brought about by new state and
federal regulations.

It is a great honor that you, the community, have entrusted
us with these decisions. It is also a great responsibility.

When we are in the majority, it will test our tolerance.

I do believe we are a community that can soar to great
heights, and I believe our future is full of opportunity and
wonder.

However, we are a big boat with seven captains and 85,000
crew, all expressing their own opinions about how we
should move forward.

It will be an honor to serve as your Mayor, and I look
forward to working with this Council and with all of you.

We must understand that with so many opinions being
expressed, and, I assure you, in this community all voices
will be heard, that a majority of this Council, four people,
four people out of 85,000 people will decide which
direction we will sail.

Together, we will be that beacon of light.”
Sincerely,
Diane Howard, Vice Mayor of Redwood City

No matter which direction we choose to go, there will be
some among that 85,000 who will believe that it is the
wrong direction.

Email: dhoward@redwoodcity.org
Phone: (650) 208-4774

That doesn’t mean that you jump ship or run to your
computer to lambast the Council.

SAVE THE DATE FOR
CHAMBER MUSIC AT CBJ

Sunday afternoon, May 3, 2020
THE ALBANY CONSORT
In Concert
17th & 18th century music,
works of Rossi, Lidarti, Saladin and others
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YAHRZEITS JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2020
The following yahrzeits are remembered during the services listed below:
Friday, January 3
Saturday, January 4
Sander Benowitz
William Bifeld
Joseph Capeloto
Andrew Codik
Helen Elkins
Rose Ezray
Joseph Gluck
Marilyn Levin
Lois Levine
Efim Lituak
Lawrence Margolin
Roslyn Mencher Lieblein
Mosheh Moradzadeh
Meir Moshe
Joseph Okh
Bernard Scheier
Norman Schoenbrun
Jack Setzen
Elizabeth Wachter
Isadore Wallach
Friday, January 10
Saturday, January 11
Robert Atkinson
Meyer Attias
Sylvia Caplan
Randi J. Diamant
Judah Folkman
Edward Gladstone
Lewis Gorlick
Edith Holtz
Barry Levine
Lars Lindquist
Tefaha Matityahu
Celia Midman
Rachel Nelson
Janis Paslin
Mordecai Popik
Abraham Siletsky
Bert Stone
Bert Wiener
Friday, January 17
Saturday, January 18
Frieda Altman
Rabbi Jeffrey Ballon
Ille Dayan
Bonnie Dobbs
Mimi Egnal
Ruth Frankel
Sarah Gluck
Morris Gomberg

David Hedvat
Arthur Joseph
Blanche Karsner
Shaffiq Kassab
Abraham Katz
Anna Kraus
Evalyn Reif
Esther Rodin Richards
Arthur Rosen
Blanche Setzen
Jacob Teitelbaum
Bernard Vallerga
Tillie Wagenfeld
Shirley Weber

Olga Maltzer
Estelle Miller
Miriam Pasqualitti
Julius Robbins
Jerome Rose
Gussie Rubenstein
Israel Rubinstein
Hilde Schwarz
Phillip Stern
Eugene Topperman
Fenet Winikoff

Friday, January 24
Saturday, January 25
Henry Abecassis
Grace Belsky
Yulrik Brand
Elaine Gessow
Joel Goldberg
Alice Goldschmidt
Ida Goldstein
Abraham Gruber
Ruth Kroopnick
Henry Lee
Vivian Miller
Edith Naaman
Lilly Radcliffe
Miriam Reboh
Ronald Rosenberg
Harold Rosenblum
Pearl Saslaw
Harlene Stein
Bessie Storey
Sam Weisman
Paulene Wofchuck

Friday, February 7
Saturday, February 8
Judy Berlinger
Arthur Cohn
Leonard Daily
Don Dorsey
Robert Dudnick
Syrile Yetta Ellison
Nathan Fisher
Betsy Frank
Dorothy Gerson
Morris Gold
Martha Goodman
Sylvia Greifinger
Eugenie Jouanneau
Eric Kermit
Theresa Levine
Werner Loewenstein
Ditta Newman
Serena Pinsler
Edna Prince
Lydia Rosenbaum-Goldman
Lillian (Libby) Rudolph
Tamara Ryzmikova
Frieda Steiner
Julian Zulman

Friday, January 31
Saturday, February 1
Alex Ackerman
Florence Bernstein
Ethel Bittker
Sally Bloom
Lucille Brotman Zelinsky
Jonah Brown
Bernard Cahan
Alice Dennis
Isaak Farber
Bella Feintuch
Theodore Fisher
Fred Goren
Norman Leviant

Friday, February 14
Saturday, February 15
Linda Aknin-Eldefonso
Toni Benowitz
Estera Buchin Blumstein
Herbert Cantor
Arnold Chaleff
Tina Cominsky
Sara Dallal
Lois Epstein
Donald Feinstein
Richard Fishback
William Foerder
Phillip Greenberg
Robert Havelka

Hope Howard
Ruth Jones
Mitchell Karsner
David Korengold
Hazel Loewenstein
Fred Melmon
Max Miller
Adeline Pollack
Sol Rosenbaum
Sally Ruben
Ruth Shapiro
Carl Smilovitz
Rick Taylor
Lewis Weil
Friday, February 21
Saturday, February 22
Emilie Aknin
Goldie Birnbaum
Craig Bowers
Dorothy B. Franklin
James Gaviser
Sylvia Goldstein
James Gruber
Selig Gruber
Caryl Lois Holiber
Norma Kushin
Rita Mankoff
Dina Matlin
Miriam Peckler
Samuel Pollack
Ora Saldinger
Alexander Scharf
Samuel Yaffa

Friday, February 28
Saturday, February 29
Barnet Adelman
Norman Ball
George Belsky
Baruch ben Shifra v'Israel
Norman Brodkey
Mirel Carl
Sarah de Haaff
Florence Fasman
Bertha Feiler
Neima Gabbai
Minnie Geller
Yetta Gershman
Adrienne Goldsmith
Elizabeth Hornstein
Barbara Horowitz
Lynda Kaplan
Jim Kestenbaum
Selma Lachtman
Jane Lesser
Dorothy Leven
Bluma Logasa
Art Meyer
Annette Moss
Cary Moss
Edward Pollack
Daniel Rosenbaum
Herbert Rosenbaum
Aaron Spielman
Jeanne Steffen
Zina Sturm
Pauline Weinstein
Robert Williams
Sadie Zemel

Shabbat Evening Services
1st & 3rd Fridays at 6:15 pm
2nd Fridays at 6:30 pm in member homes
4th Fridays at 7:30 pm
Shabbat Morning Services
10:00 am | Traditional Service
11:30 am | Power Hour

If you would like to add loved ones to the yahrzeit list or have a correction, please send an email to cbj@bethjacobrwc.org.
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RECENT CONTRIBUTIONS
Todah rabah to all those who have made contributions
ALEH NEGEV
IN HONOR OF
Rabbi & Mrs. D. Teitelbaum and the
dedication of the windows of honor by
Jean & Bryan Myers
BETH JACOB CARES
IN HONOR OF
Bernie Arfin's 95th Birthday
by Karen Gould
IN MEMORY OF
Samuel Mayerson by Pamela Ehrlich
Edith Odenheimer by Tobye Kaye
CANTOR COHN MUSIC FUND
IN HONOR OF
Cantor Barbara Powell
by Hans Cohn & Family
The naming of Levon DeWitt
by Marni & Andrew DeWitt

GENERAL FUND
IN APPRECIATION OF
The CBJ Community by Sharyn Solish
Torah Study by Peter and Maria Sommer
IN HONOR OF
The new year, with gratitude
by Hans Cohn & Family
Bernie Arfin's 95th Birthday by Dorothea &
Charles Gordon; Joan & Stanley Gross;
Irene & Marvin Jones; Shirley & Robert
Raymer; and Lily Robinson
Dr. Marty Bronk and Dr. Paula Kushlan
by Eve and Trish Kedar
High Holy Days by Linda & Ed Rosen;
Joseph Smuckler; and Marilyn Wachtel
Rabbi Ezray as he marks his 25th year as a
spiritual leader by Roslyn Weiner-Heafitz
CBJ's work by Leslie Family Foundation
IN MEMORY OF
Edith Rubinstein Adler by Daniel BenDavid
Dave Barry Danker by Mervyn Danker
Louis David by Marilyn David-Krasner
Pieter Remmerde by Emilie Goldman
Eugene Gorlick and Paul Golovner
by Adam Gorlick
Ishayahu Volf and Malka Kochavi
by Edi Kochavi
Annette Stein by Lynn & Bob Levy-Kahn
Laurie Rice by Shelley London
Sheldon Keyser by Bev & John Myers
Max Fiszer by Bryan & Jean Myers

Edith Odenheimer by Richard Odenheimer
Fradel Zoldan by Jennie Reynard
Laurie Rice and Callie Dines
by Stephanie Rosekind
Arcadi Elbert by Ophra & Gary Rudolph
Norman Schoenbrun by Gail Schoenbrun
PRAYER BOOK FUND
IN HONOR OF
Bernie Arfin's 95th Birthday
by Charlotte Scheier
IN MEMORY OF
Bernard Berkman, Isaac Berkman and
Lee Schoenfeldt by Marsha Lee &
Norman Berkman
PRESCHOOL FUND
IN MEMORY OF
Sheldon Keyser by Karen Kronick
RABBI EZRAY'S DISCRETIONARY FUND
Fran Teisch
Gail Waxman
IN APPRECIATION OF
Jonathan Dorfan's presentation to Chavurah
Reim by Sandra & Ed Epstein
IN HONOR OF
Great-granddaughter Emilie Anne Faber
Vitorello and great grandson Jack
Lawrence Faber by Andrée & Joe Aknin
The new year with gratitude
by Hans Cohn & Family
Bernie Arfin's 95th Birthday
by Sandra & Ed Epstein; Tobye Kaye;
Martha Leviant; and Leah Zimmerman
Richard Zimmerman's 75th birthday
by Sandra & Ed Epstein
Benjamin & Kelly's engagement
by Rayna Lehman & Bill Nack
IN MEMORY OF
Ron Reisman by Julie & Richard Bizewski;
and Diana & Yousef Moradzadeh
Arthur Cohn by Dora Cohn
Victor Horwitz by Donna Horwitz
Sheldon Keyser by Sandra & Ed Epstein;
and Anne Keyser
Laurie Rice by Martha Leviant;
and Diana & Yousef Moradzadeh
Frieda Epstein by Sandra & Ed Epstein
Anna Cohen, Dorothy Gould and
Arnold Zimmerman by Leah Zimmerman
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RABBI ILANA'S DISCRETIONARY FUND
Elena & Eric Hornstein
RITUAL DIRECTOR’S DISCRETIONARY FUND
Janice & Richard Freeman
IN HONOR OF
Dvar Torah for Parshat Noah
by Jodie Futornick
IN MEMORY OF
Laurie Rice by Phyllis Bronstein
Ron Reisman by Paul Melmon
RUTH SHAPIRO KIDDUSH FUND
IN HONOR OF
Sharon & Peter Breger's new
granddaughter, Leah Sage
by Debbie & Yesh Ballon
Sandra & Ed Epstein by Barbara Feinstein
Bernie Arfin's 95th Birthday
by Sharon & Irwin Kasser;
Linda & Ed Rosen; and Annette Weiss
IN MEMORY OF
Morris Arfin by Joanne & Bernie Arfin
Edith Odenheimer and Laurie Rice by
Joanne & Bernie Arfin;
and Sharon & Irwin Kasser
Joseph Reif by Sharon & Irwin Kasser
Ron Reisman by Linda & Ed Rosen
Dorothy Gould, sister of Leah Zimmerman
by Chavurah Reim

MINYANIM IN THE PENINSULA
SUNDAYS
8:00 am & 8:05 pm
Congregation Emek
Beracha
8:30 am Chabad
North Peninsula
8:30 am Chabad
Palo Alto
9:15 am & 7:45 pm
Congregation Kol
Emeth

MONDAYS
6:45 am Chabad
Palo Alto
8:00 am & 8:05 pm
Congregation Emek
Beracha
7:45 pm
Congregation Kol
Emeth

TUESDAYS
6:30 am & 8:05 pm
Congregation Emek
Beracha

WEDNESDAYS
6:30 am & 8:05 pm
Congregation Emek
Beracha

THURSDAYS
6:30 am & 8:05 pm
Congregation Emek
Beracha

FRIDAYS
6:30 am
Congregation Emek
Beracha

6:45 am Chabad
Palo Alto

6:45 am Chabad
Palo Alto

6:45 am Chabad
Palo Alto

6:45 am Chabad
Palo Alto

8:00 am Peninsula
Temple Beth El

7:00 am
Congregation Beth
Jacob

6:45 am & 7:45 pm
Congregation Kol
Emeth

7:45 pm
Congregation Kol
Emeth

7:00 am Peninsula
Sinai Congregation

7:15 pm Peninsula
Sinai Congregation
7:45 pm
Congregation Kol
Emeth

(We recommend contacting the synagogues to confirm schedules)
CHABAD NORTH PENINSULA | 137 North San Mateo Drive, San Mateo | 650-341-4510 | chabadnp.com
CHABAD PALO ALTO | 3070 Louis Road, Palo Alto | 650-424-9080 | chabadpaloalto.com
CONGREGATION BETH JACOB | 1550 Alameda de las Pulgas, Redwood City | 650-366-8481 | bethjacobrwc.org
CONGREGATION EMEK BERACHA | 4102 El Camino Real, Palo Alto | 650-857-1800 | emekbaracha.org
CONGREGATION KOL EMETH | 650-948-7498 | kolemeth.org | under construction—check website for details
PENINSULA SINAI CONGREGATION | 499 Boothbay Avenue, Foster City | 650-349-2816 | peninsulasinai.org
PENINSULA TEMPLE BETH EL | 1700 Alameda de las Pulgas, San Mateo | 650-341-7701 | ptbe.org

DONATE YOUR USED VEHICLE
It’s a WIN/WIN for YOU and CBJ

CAR DONATIONS ARE AN EASY WAY TO SUPPORT THE MISSION OF CBJ.

•
•
•

WHY DONATE?
Recycling your car saves energy and natural resources
Proceeds from the sale of your car help CBJ.
You may receive a tax donation if you itemize
WHAT CAN YOU DONATE?
Cars · Trucks · Boats · Motorcycles · RVs
ANY OTHER VEHICLE—running or not!
Jewelry and real estate too!
FREE PICKUP & DMV PROCESSING
Contact Jerry Robbins
at 650-572-0989 (H) or 650-766-7233 (C),
or email at robbins42@hotmail.com
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TOUCHING BASE AT CBJ

Please recycle this newsletter.
THE VOICE DEADLINE | The deadline to submit content for the
March/April 2020 issue is Wednesday, February 5, 2020.
Please email your articles and photos to Office & Communications Manager,,
Caroline Geller, Caroline@bethjacobrwc.org.
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